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      `This is a useful book for those who use person-centred counselling in their practice, or who are training to become person-centred counsellors' - Counselling and Psychotherapy, the Journal of the British Association for Counselling and Psychotherapy




  
              


    
      



 


 
      This is a thoroughly informative and well set out guide to further exploration into practising as a person-centred counsellor




  
          Ms Catherine J Drewer




              


    
      



 


 
      This is an excellent book, by a very popular and highly respected writer/counsellor. Students have traditionally found his books to be reader friendly and this is also the case with this book. chapters are short sweet and to the point and not too overwhelming for the new students




  
          Ms Deana Friel




              


    
      



 


 
      Dave Mearns as one of the key theorists in PCA supports the ethos of our college and is a must for trainee counsellors at ICPPD




  
          Professor Christine Moran




              


    
      



 


 
      This book already exists on our recommended reading list for the module Personal and Professional Development Year Two I have recommended this title to my students. It has benifited me with the delivery of this module.




  
          Mrs Gisela Oates




              


    
      



 


 
      Written by Dave Mearns, the book is a credible and valuable resource for any Counsellor Education programme.  It covers key aspects of person-centred practice and how this can be developed and improved.  I find this book a very good resource for teaching and recommended reading for students.




  
          Mrs Marion Gossman




              


    
      



 


 
      The welcome updated version is highly readable and succinct, and surprising full of wisdom.  Essenetial reading for students in counseling and psychotherapy




  
          Mrs Connie Johnson




              


    
      



 


 
      Well structured and suitable for those progressing well with person centred theory and want to develop further.




  
          Mr Marc Tomlinson
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    SAGE Knowledge is the ultimate social sciences digital library for students, researchers, and faculty. Hosting more than 4,400 titles, it includes an expansive range of SAGE eBook and eReference content, including scholarly monographs, reference works, handbooks, series, professional development titles, and more.
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